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ASB Officer Blasts
Committee Chairman
hie Trimillos, chairman of
Spartan programs committee, was
denounced by ASB Personnel Officer Barney Goldstein yesterday.
Goldstein recommended that
A.Sli Pres. Brent Davis replace
Trimillos as committee head on
the basis of "irresponsibility in
recent statements."
Goldstein was referring to
with
Trimillos’ disagreerrient
Davis’ use in yesterday’s Daily of
the Spartan programs committee
as an example of the success of
his appointment system.
"Trimillos has misstated the
facts when he asserted that Brent
DOS had no power to make appointments last spring," Goldstein
said.
"He not only had the power but
he did make some appointments,"
Goldstein pointed out, adding, "I,
for one, was appointed last spring,
as was the judiciary and the other
executive officers."
The personnel officer said that
Trimillos doesn’t seem to understand the scope of his responsibilities. ’This is evidenced by his erroneous statement that ’the corntee does not work during the
-A great deal of work was done
this summer by the committee
adsiser. Dick Dodson: the public
relations officer, Dana Wylie, and
,,\ is," Goldstein asserted.
Why is Trimillos complaining?" Goldstein asked. "He stated
that ’he suggested that the appointment not be made until this
la referring to the recent critito, coneerning appointments,
.1stein stated, "A by-law
:age dealing with the imam-;:acies that are now present in
constitution concerning appointments is in the hands of StuCouncil’s constitution and
-laws committee, as it has been
for over four weeks."
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can atop the wurki because of thcollege." Antonacci told the .
ering that he had euttformt
Wahlquist recently and ono
the president had told him be is
against any SUCh action. Welch
then tired back with. "Why isn’t
San Jose State here to say this?
You’re not supposed to be a coMorgan. former Redevelopment worker, a stool pigeon for the
agency lawyer now representing state college."
Spartan College Center, inc., in
After the hearing, attorney Moran informal interview’ after the
gan said that his clients have
meeting, also said the state "runs
talked with "at least three college
the college like a subdivision,"
officials" and all three indicated
purposely creating slum areas near
they felt the move would be benethe campus for condemnation at
ficial to the college.
some obscure future date.
OPPONENTS UNWISE
The issue arose during a public
Morgan said that opponents of
hearing on a request by Morgan’s
the rezoning are unwise since by
clients to rezone a lot on the
allowing light commercial buildsoutheastern corner of Sixth and
ings on the properly, the state
San Salvador sts. from R-4 resican later condemn it for about
dential to light commercial. The
one fourth of what it will pay
corporation, Morgan claimed, plans
if the land is left open to apartto start. a "small retail operation"
ment buildings, which are perthere, possibly a laundry ur similar
mitted in R-4 residence districts.
business to serve students. Despite
He pointed out that the new
a recommendation for rejection by
the City Planning commission, the building would also help relieve
request was approved by a 6-1 vote. the area of its slum appearance,
since the building would be conTRIES TO BLOCK MOVE
structed under state architectural
City Planning Director Michael
control.
Antonacci attempted to block
the move, saying that the property will eventually be needed t*
the college fur future building
"The college will have to expand.
said Antonacci, "and the onl:,
logical expansion is south to Wil
ham st."

under verbal attack from local attorney Robert Morgan during a
San &psi, city
meeting at
city ball lit,1 night for what liesaid was failure of the college to
speak for itself in matters concerning land around the campus.
SW1

’en

WASHINGTON :1’1’1:
The
state department yesterday accused Russia of trying to stir up
dissension in the NATO alliance
by making "crude and ludicrous
Propaganda" charges against West
Gentian Gen, Adolf Heusinger.
The U.S. reaction was provided
by state department spokesman
Lincoln White, who said he had
no intention of dignifying the Soviet eharges by expanding on his
!dimity aorded statement.
White said the stat.e department
still had not received Russia’s
demanding that the extrarliof lieusinger, chairman of
ATO’s Permanent Military cornrfluiee: to Moscow for "war
(Tates." He said it had monitored
Russia’s announcement on
radio.
the
"I would merely call to yom
attention." White said, "to thel
fact that is has become Soviet
Practice to engage in such pro!’.ganda avtivities on the eve al
TO ministerial meetings
for
the mirpose of
attempting to crests disunity within the alliance
and to discredit the
alliance."
1.1.S, of fiends said privately that
If RUNSia wanted to find war criminals it should look
in its own files
for the Russian
-Nazi German Pact
Which lrql to World War IT.

Combo Will Play
Game Tonight
r
\li ,, ;1 1,11111.1 01 San
Jose students,
will perform at
half-time of tonight’s basketball
lairne against Fresno
state in the
gym. The combo performed
St fanthall
games this season. The
Pune begins at ft p.m.

"If our so-called student leaders
would take time to do some checking before seeing their names in
print, the problem would stand a
better chance of being solved,"
Goldstein concluded.

The ASH post of executive secretary, recently vacated by the
resignation of Everett Avila, is
open for applications.
Applications may be picked up
in the College Union starting today, stated Barney Goldstein, ASI
personnel officer.
Goldstein said applications, accompanied by the applicant’s
photograph must be returned to
the College Union by 12 noon,
Jan. 9.
The position is open to all upper
division students with a minimum
2.25 GPA, Goldstein said.
The duties of the executive secretary, as outlined in the ASH
constitution are:
--To be the administrative assistant to the president.
--To preside over ASH committee chairman meetings.
--To be responsible for the efficient functioning of the ASI4
committees.
To see that students on the
faculty-at udent commit tees ate
fulfilling their responsibilities.
--To keep a current list of
faculty -student commit tees in
which student representatives are
required.
--Chairman of the Student Activities hoard.
applicants for the position will
be interviewed on Tuesday, Jan.
9, Goldstein said,

By LESTER ON
Tiiii, years ago when J. Silber
of San Jose, a downtown women’s
apparel store, entered and won
the first Homecoming window
display contest, little did it know
what it was getting into.
Purpose of the contest, held
during Homecoming week, was to
generate public interest and to
improve relations between the
community and the college. Various downtown stores were asked
to participate.
Since then the store, located at
86 S. First st., entered and won
three times only to have the
awarda plaquedisappear.
In 1960, the second year of the
contest, Jack Silber, owner, recalls telling the Homecoming committee: "We expect to get this
back. Better not lose it."

Campus’ Tallest Tree
Adorns Tower Hall
"We have the highest Christmas
tree on campus!" brag members
tit’ Tau Delta Phi, men’s honor
society.
It’s not that they have such a
large tree . . they just have an
exclusive lease on the tallest
building on campus, the 75-yearold ivy-covered tower.
The "highest tree on campus"
can be seen from the outer quad
Decorated with lights, tinsel and
the usual Christmas trimmings,
the six-foot tree extends from the
tower on a wooden plank. The
lights on the tree will be turned
on at night, according to Toni
Bruneau, Tau Delta Phi member
A tradition of the society, the
tree has remained on the tower
for as long as two months in past
years. However, it will be taken
down right after Christmas this
year.
Tau Delta Phi, the oldest fraternity on campus. was awarded the
exclusive lease on the tower by
Dr. Thomas W. MacQuarrie, then
president of SJS, in 1927.
The tower is used for the society’s weekly meetings. It plays
a part in Tau Delta Phi’s two..

ROTC Instructor
Dr. Pete Zidnak
Award
Analyzes Laughter Receives
In Lecture Today
"Laughter and Life- A S, its
Relationship" will be viewed by
Dr. Pete Zidnak, professor of business, today at 11:30 am. in Concert hall.
Dr. Zidnak is scheduled to present a commentary on the role of
laughter in human affairs. He will
explore the emotional and therapeutic effects of laughter as the
"other side of the coin" in daily
The lecture, sponsored by the
college lecture committee, is open
to students, faculty and the public, free of charge.
Dr. Zidnak is a graduate of
Loyola university of Los Angeles
with a B.S. and University of
Southern California with an M.A.
and Ph.D.

He pointed out that when Dr
LOST AGAIN
John T. Wahlquist took over ;:.
Well, sure enough, it got lost president of the college, an enagain.
rollment ceiling of 6000 was II
"We needed a big-game hunter effect, but since then enrollment
!:: find it again," Silber said. But has grown to 17,000 full time
when the plaque was tracked to equivalent. while the campus has
1 a local engraving firm, it would expanded to only 55 acres.
not be released.
When Mayor Paul F. Moore
"I’ll even pay for the plaque," asked for comments in favor of
Silber told the engraver, but, alas, the rezoning request, Morgan rose
i the plaque could not be bought from the audience and said, "I
either. Silber’s store received it don’t know why the college is always so absent from these meetfive months later.
ings to speak for itself."
This year the Homecoming
NO OPPOSITION
committee approached the probHe added later, "There isn’t
lem front another angle. It decided to award plaques and cups. anyone at the college. from Wahlwho has voiced opweek initiations during which
Well, the cups made it but the quist on down,
pledges stand outside under the plaques got lost again. And even position lp the move."
tower and yell chants.
then, the cups didn’t make it on
Councilman Rots -!!1 I Welch
The society is open to male stu- time.
dents who have completed two or
DELAYED DELIVERY
more semesters at SJS with a
While the winners patiently
grade point average of B or bet- waited at a special banquet for
ter. Dr. Edward Laurie, associate the occasion, a hurried phone call
professor of business, is adviser. revealed that delivery of the cups
was delayed by car trouble.

0..0,
5ai1l
SANTA REHEARSESPreparing for a Christmas job at Moonlight Shopping center, Santa Mike Sanders, SJS senior and business manager of La Torre, utters a few "ho hos" as Jimmy (left)
and Scott, who spotted Santa at Hart’s, tell of their Christmas
present plans. Young Jimmy kept insisting he wanted the whole
top shelf while Scott, who appeared a bit embarrassed, said his
mommy didn’t like Santa Claus.

A certificate of achievement was
awarded to Sfc. Herbert Leong
San Jose State Army ROT(’ instrtictor, by
Col! Edwin T
Rios. SJS professor of military
science, yesterday on the cadet pa’ads’ field,
The certificate was awarded
Leong for his, -meritorious service
while assigned as instructor in the
U.S. Army ROTC instructoin group
in PlIC110 Rico from December
1957 to June 1961."
"His intense loyalty and devotion
to duty, willingness to assume responsibility, his fine understanding
of human VItilleti, and his fair
sense of judgment in solving pmblems of cadets has contributed
materially In the success of the
ROTC training program."
Ste Leong is currently living
in San Jose with his wife and
three children.

Hall Squads
alk-a-thon
En s Fri ay

New Satellite
E nd s 2 Years
esearch

Yesterday s
of the
satellite, "OSCAR." 10 ribital
Space Carrying Amateur Radio)
fulfilled the long range plans of
the Oscar aasneiation and the
American Radio Relay league,
Harry Engwicht, professor of electrical engineering at San Jose
State, stated yesterday.
The ARRI. went through two
years of red tape and extensive research to put their plan in operation.
The idea of "OSCAR" was to
launch a satellite carrying a
transmitter 12 inches square and
6 inches thick which would trams
mit four dots and two dashes,
"Hi." from outer space. The new
,itellite will orbit earth four
limes a day.
Basis of the project was to give
experts and amateur radio opera tors a chance to study transmission characteristics of space.

So, thus far, in the three ye.:
Professor Engwicht was the
that J. Silber of San Jose has v.,
liaison man between the Oscar
the contest, it has never reeds :
assn. and the ARRL. The satellite
Yits award on time for one reason
or another.
I The two talk-a-thon teams at should orbit for 30 days until the
"We’ve never been able to dis-1SJS were still going strong yes- batteries die,
-hsaWh
play it when it was fresh in the1 terday at 7 p.m., with the
next step in the project, ticpeople’s minds," said Silber, who burn-Markham squad completing cording to Professor Engwicht, is
lit’, Richard W. Stavely. ::ssist- has kept his window displays runto orbit a transistor that can reant professor of political science, ning for two weeks each year that Moulder gabbers making it 140 cieve as well as send,
hours.
will speak on 19th century liberal- his store has won.
ism today at 3:30 p.m. in C11149.
So it was that yesterday, while
If the talking teams continue stigAi~ologrotr,WWW11,,,,,;.
Dr. Stavely’s talk is being spon- on his way to the bank, Silber until Friday at 7 p.m. or late; $
sored by student political group, was hailed by his good friend the students will have complete! $
Toward an Active Student Com- Paul Baracker, owner or Paul’s , a goal of 240 hours for the Wash t:
munity. The progtam is the fourth Credit Jewelers at 72 S. First st., burn-Markham team and 2.’
in a series of nine being presented who, unknown to Silber, had the hours for the Royce-Mould, $
plaque all this time for engraving. team.
this semester by the group.
The 236 and 240 hour feats will
Dr. Stavely will explain the defar outshine the record set by
velopment of political democracy
talk-a-thon learn at Michigal, ‘s;
through such 17th and 1Rth cen.tate last week. The team clio
tury leaders as Locke and Manafter seven clays- 168 hours- tesquieu.
continuous conservation.
Also to be discussed will be Ilie
Last night at 10:15. in answe
influence of such liberalism on
"The Agony of Modern Music," to the nightly serenades of Rove.
Britain and the United States.
Henry Pleasant’s provocative book hall by Moulder men, the wont,
on the status of contemporary played turnabout and held a calk
music, will he reviewed today by outside the men’s dormitory.
Since completion of the firs’
Thomas Ryan. professor of music,
If you see a financial 8 -ball in
at 12:30 in rooms A and B of the 24 -hour talking span. Mould, your future, there is a way you
men had come to the women
Spartan cafeteria,
can start getting ;Read of it
The book talk is sponsored by dorm nightly at 11 p.m. to eel,
now!
brate
each
additional
24
boutsthe faculty library committee,
A life insurance program started
Yells
such
as
"Royce
Girls
al,
1Z
Wilton Jones’ student jazz comThe book presents the belief Choice 24 Hours a Day" and $ while you’re stilt in coitege can be
bo will perform tonight at a Co- that "serious music is a dead art"
the first step in your lifetime
Hold that Line"
Rec sponsored dance, the group’s and suggests that American corn- "Royce Girls
financial planning And you profit
were
presented
by
Moulder
men’
by lower premiums.
final event of the year. according posers should turn to jazz, stated
to
cheer
up
the
women.
to Mike Manning, committee co- Piofessor Ryan.
Your campus representative is
qualified to discuss with you a
chainnan.
The author was music editor of
variety of plans to lase care of
The dance will begin at 7:30 in
the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin Senior, Greek Pix
N0,4 your present and future needs.
the women’s gymnasium.
for several years. Ile was once a
Due to the increasing numbers
frequent contributor to the New Set for Jan. 10-12
of students attending Wednesday
s:
York Times covering European
All seniors and greeks who have
night Co-Rec, two sign -its enRyan
Professor
music
festivals,
not had their picture taken for
trances are now available, said
La Torre may sign up now in $
Manning. The new stand will be said.
at the San Carlos st. entrance The professor, a piano instructor TI116 for a photograph appointat SJS, graduated from the Uni- ment January 10. 11 and 12. Picto the women’s gymnasium.
PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Volleyball, ping-pong, stniffle versity of Kansas and has attend- tures will be taken in the College
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia
board, chess and four square, Co- ed the Julliard Graduate School Union, 315 S. Nitnh mt., according
Rec’s regular features, also will of Mush’. Ile has been at SJS to Mike Sanders, business mansince 19.18.
ager.
be available tonight.
VWiWirio....iii"%

Liberalism Speech
Scheduled Toda
By Prof. Stavely

Prof. Ryan Slates
Music Book Talk

Jazz Combo
At Co-Rec

I
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Shallow Patriotism?
A proposal is scheduled to conic up for consideration today
in Student Council that the Council precede each meeting with
a pledge of allegiance to the flag of the I nited States of America.
The proposal was put forward last week by Ron Birchard,
senior representative who is also a member of the campus Young
Republicans organization and Students Against Communism.
and vs as submitted to the constitution and by-laws committee for
a week’s consideration.
Whether or not the pledge should be included in Council
procedure is. of course, up to the Council members.
They should bear in mind, however, that there is more involved in this issue than the mere saying of a few symbolic words
before the reading of the minutes.
Council does have, as Birchard suggests, "a responsibility
to reflect the detnocratic institution of government under which
we operate." This, however, is done each time that the Council
convenes. It does not seem an absolute necessity to have a pledge
in order to reflect the image of democracy when in fact, democracy is in practice.
It seems much more desirable to have a society with deserved
loyalty and allegiance without patriotic oaths, songs and slogans
than to have a flagwaving, slogan -chanting nation whose citizens
do not know the meaning of love for their country, only hatred
for another.
There is, furthermore, no magic connected with the pledge
that is not connected with a prayer or invocation I also suggested
last week), If, as Birchard stated, a prayer would become meaningless with repetition, what would prevent the pledge from becoming meaningless also?
: For Council to adopt the pledge for "looks" or public relations without a sincere desire to reiterate its allegiance each
week would only make the expression the shallowest form of
patriotism.
Most serious, however, would be adoption of the pledge by
Council members based on a fear not to. This would make the
saying of the pledge worse than meaninglessthe expression of
allegiance would then be a complete and utter farce, a sham
performance that would have no relation whatsoever to actual
loyalty or allegiance.
Fear, either on an individual or collective basis, is, has been,
and will be the greatest single enemy of any nation which dares
to consider itself free and democratic. Fear stifles thought, creativity, open discussion and freedom itself. No person who fears
retaliation for legitimate actions or statements, whether the fear
is with or without foundation, can call himself free in any sense
of the word.
To adopt a pledge out of fear of criticism from certain
segments of the public, then, would be a denial of all that the
pledge, the flag and the national heritage represent.
There is. after all, more to allegiance than a pledge. J.T.

GARAGE EUROPA
sOt^Ui)

Specializing in German Cars

German Mechanics

760 WILLOW ST.

Just East of Lincoln
SPECIAL
FALL and WINTER

GOLF RATES

Youth ’Alienated,’
Says Committee
Despite classrooms equipped
with built-in kitchens, tape-recorders, and well-stocked work
benches, along with "extra-curricular" activities unlimited.
America’s high schools have an
increasing number of students
who have become candidates for
what is termed "alienation"
that is, these students, at both
high and low academic levels,
will leave school upon reaching
age 16 because they have somehow become estranged from society.
Typically, such students have
failed to meet standards of behavior and school performance
set for them by society. They
are considered "hard-to-reach."
According to a report presented recently in Spartan cafeteria on the Cupertino Adjustment Remedial Program, a program which provides expansive
school-centered guidance teams
for the Cupertino district, Santa
Clara county does not have onefifth the number of special service agencies needed to cope with
the large percentage of "alienated" youths.
The effect upon higher education is the loss of good college
material as seen in many of these
students who often have very
high I.Q.’s. Such students will
have dropped out of school psychologically long before law will
permit them to drop out physically.
A major portion of these
"alienated" young people are
also those with below average
ability whose family backgrounds have given them limited
contact with books and ideas.
Creativity, however, considered
the highest of natural abilities,
is often independent of I.Q. or
scholastic accomplishment.
The effect upon America’s future will be unfortunate if we
cannot find ways in which to
recruit those in whom hidden
promise remains concealedremaining so because these individuals throughout their lives
have been labeled "socially unacceptable, dirty and unkempt,
wild and obstreperous" and are
considered "scholastic failures."
Educators, politicians, and militarists in the last decade have
become enraptured by the possibilities of mass-producing junior
physicists. Perhaps they are
missing the boat in failing to
salvage those youngsters "who
choose to take peculiar paths to
adulthood."
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Thrust and Parry
Editor’s Note: All letters turmoil in
are not to exceed 250 words and
should be typowritTrin. The student’s
ASB number must be listed and the
letter must be signed. Letters
ng the maximum are subject to cutting by the editor. Students who have
submitted letters that have not been
published are asked to see the Spartan Daily Feature Editor,

Law’s Spirit Violated
In Discrimination
Editor:

On Dec. 6 in Thrust and Parry
Page Brownton defended the
rights of our recognized social
fraternities
to discriminate
against Negroes. He asserted
that since these groups are not
of a public -service nature, they
have this privilege. "The social
fraternity . . . is a private organization designed to benefit
those few who have gathered
together for the mutual pursuit
of happiness."
This point glaringly leaves out
the fact that the same fraternities which are discriminatory
toward Negroes also are recognized living centers by the state,
and therefore state approved.
Now according to the amendment to Title five of the California Administration C o d e,
there shall be no racial discriminatory clauses in the membership requirements of organizations on the college campus.
Some of the recognized social
fraternities actually are violating the letter of this law; others
are clearly violating the spirit
of the law. If they prefer to
remain exclusive houses of discrimination, they should give up
privileges as a recognized part
of a public service institution.
David Zucker
ASB 4742

Student Questions
Speaker’s Sincerity
Editor:

As a student of political
science, I take great interest in
the subject of propaganda. Recently, I attended a lecture by a
Mr. Sayegh who spoke on the
topic "Arab Nationalism and
Palestine." After listening to
Mr. Sayegh’s talk, I decided to
check some of his statements
against reliable sources with the
following interesting results:
Statement: Palestine was always an Arab country,
Fact: Rulers of Palestine
Crusaders 1099 to 1291, Mamelukes 1291 to 1516 A.D., Turks
1516 to 1918, and British 1918
to 1948. History does not record
an independent Arab state in
Palestine.
Statement: Jews came and
stole the land of Palestine from
the Arabs.
Fact: Only 30 per cent of the
Arabs of Palestine lived in the
areas now comprising the state
of Israel. Seventy per cent of
Israel was the property of the
British Mandatory government.
(Figures taken from Survey of
Palestine, 1946, pages 140-158,
257; published by the British
government.)
Statement: Israel started the
war, and the armies of the Arab
states entered Palestine to protect the Palestinian Arabs.
Fact: "From the first week of
December, 1947, the Arabs repeatedly had asserted that they
would resist partition by force.

HOW ABOUT ONE
MORE MEAL AT
UNCLE JOHN’S
BEFORE ’IOU ,
LEAVE.’

yet seen printed is that, in most
instances, it is difficult or impossible to know who are foreign
born students and who are not.
Taking myself as an example,
if I could tell by a glance that
one of my fellow students was a
guest here from another land,
he would find himself the object of many a friendly question.
Because I am sure that others
would do the same if they were
aware, I should like to strongly
suggest that some unobtrusive
but singular object or pin be
voluntarily worn by foreign students for the benefit of those
of us who are not detectives.
Naturally some object would
have to be chosen which could
not be counterfeited. This would
lend assurance that advantage
would not be taken by the unscrupulous.
I also stress the word voluntary in connection with the
wearing of the symbol.
Robert Poor
ASB 7464

GO FOR COGNAC

DALLAS, Tex. (UPI)Texas,
the land of bourbon and branch
water, consumed more cognac in
1961 than in any year since the
repeal of Prohibition, a liquor
distributor said yesterday.
Consumption in the state was
an estimated 8000 cases, a 20
per cent increase over last year,
the

said
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TOWNE THEATER
1433 ’The Alan, do
L’AVVENTURA
-- and
Peter Sellers in a brilliantly
inconsequencial film ..
THE CASE OF THE
MAKKINESE BATTLEHORN
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And Spivey’s bakery has the desserts you dream about.
1761 W.

San Carlos ..

CY 7-1712

Clara ....

CY3-2920

12th & Santa

1955.

I am told that Mr. Sayegh is
a political scientist now teaching at Stanford university. I
question, in view of the above,
his academic sincerity in making such statements.
Efraim Gugel
ASB 5331

TYPEWRITER

* RENTALS *
Electrics Portables Standards
ALL MAKESALL MODELS

’Personal Contact’
Better Than Political

Fully Guaranteed
Rent to Own
ti No Deposit
Free Exchange

Editor:
I have been following the series of articles regarding foreign
students in attendance at this
college with keen interest.
It is my firm conviction that
it is at level of personal contact
between individuals of the various countries, rather than those
contacts between official politicians, where significant contributions to mutual respect and
understanding will take place
between nations. It may also be
of general interest that many
of the major newspapers of the
U.S.A. have been writing on this
theme concurrently with our
Spartan Daily.
An idea which may not be
original but which I Ivo, not
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LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando St.
Next to Cal Book Store
FREE PARKING

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

Wonderful
at wonderful 2n’ice,s1

WOMEN’S
BLOUSES

2 for the price of
Wednesday and Thursday
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Office TH 16
HAPPY 1.IEW YEAR 1D ALL FROM EVERYBODY AT

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

1415 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1618 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA

Saratoga

THE MOUSE THAT ROARED
with Peter Sellers
d
THE ANGRY SILENCE

THAT WASN’T IN
THE SCRIPT’

Less Than 2,000 Copies Available
Don’t Be Left Out!!

Buy it today, buy it
lonsorrow . . . buy it!

They seemed to be determined
to drive that point home by assaults upon the Jewish community in Palestine," (Trygve Lie,
then U.N. Secretary General,
"In the Cause of Peace," Macmillan co., N.Y., 1954, p. 163.)
Fact: ". . . the war aims of
the Arabs were the elimination
of the Jewish state!" Ahmed
Shukeiry. then Representative of
the Arab Higher committee,
speaking at the Third Session
of the General Assembly (Official Records, General Assembly,
First committee, p. 650.)
Statement: The only solution
to the Arab refugee problem is
repatriation.
Fact: "The fact that there are
these refugees is the direct consequence of the action of the
Arab states in opposing partition
and the Jewish state. The Arab
states agreed upon this policy
unanimously, and they must
share in the solution of the
problem." (Emil Ghoury, Secretary of the Palestine Arab Higher Executive, stated to a representative of the Beirut Telegraph, Sept. 6, 1948.)
Fact: "The refugee problem is
being used by Egypt as a political football. Iraq alone is capable of absorbing all the Arab
refugees." (Iraq Foreign Minister to a group of US. correspondents. "Rose el Yussef"
(Cairo Weekly) April 8, 1957.
Statement: Arabs will accept
Israel if she returns to her 1947
borders.
Fact: "Egypt will strive to
erase the shame of the Palestine
war, even if Israel should fulfill
the United Nations resolutions.
It will not sign a peace with her
if Israel should consist only of
Tel Aviv. We will never put up
with it." (Major Salah Salem,
former minister for Sudan Affairs in the Egyptian cabinet.)
Manchester Guardian, Jan. 28,

plastics, synthetic textiles,
and woolens.

(4occom

More coverage of
campus life

$6 at the Student Affairs

ELECTRICITY COLLECTORg
Among the more comm..
electricity collect, us are

Special . . . Our complete
stock of Tailor Blouses and
Shirts at 2 for 1 prices.
Button-down, choir boy,
jewel and neckband collar
styles in prints and solids.
Not just a few but our complete stock including oxford
cloth, imported pima, and
dacron/cottons. Two days
only - Dec. 13th & 14th.

Pendants
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T

RifARI

They look like the real thing... these lovely
rhinestone and simulated pearl pendants! Each has
its own platinumtoned Trilanium chain.
A puled iiit for every woman!
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Money From Art Auction Nears $1500
Exceeds Our Expectations,’ Faus Says
bookkeepWith "tremendous" the first
completed,
ing to be
-faculty Christannual student
auction, Friday night.
risui art approximately $1500.
brought in
W. Faus,
acoirding to Warren
onent head.
art draw
00011111.11111.1.1.1MIMMW
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Make Reservation for
New Year’s Eve

(EATER
Ii First
St. ON
STREET
ADOWNSTAIRS

ALL EXPENSE

DINNER
FOR TWO

THEATER
Way Saratoga:

(Menu includes)
REFRESHMENTS

HAT ROARED
? Sellers

SOUP
SALAD
DINNER FILET
Smothered with mushroom
sauce, baked potato.
vegetable, & cheese bread.

f SILENCE
--’HEATER
Alameda
wITURA
1
w a brilliancy
al film
OF THE
ATTLEHORN a

We are "thrilled" with the
result of the first venture.
which "exceeded our expectetions," he said.
Those articles not sold are
now on display in the Art Gallery and may be purchased in
the gallery office at their minimum bid. Hours for purchase
are 10 a.m. until 12 noon and
1-3 p.m. until Friday.
Proceeds from the auction
will be divided us follows: 40
per cent to an art scholarship
fund: 50 per cent to the contributing artist and 10 per cent
to the art gallery fund.
"It is highly probable that
the auction will be repeated
next year," the department
head remarked.
It is up to the students mid
faculty to decide on this question, he explained.
Those working on the project,
with supervisors Robert Coleman, associate professor of art.
and David P. Hatch. assistant
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Sigma Phi’s annual
"Door Decorating Contest" is
scheduled for judging tonight.
according to Bob Powers, publicity chairman.
Originality will be the focal
point of the judge’s decisions.
Powers said. A silver tray, to
te kept a year, will be awarded
the winner. Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity won the tray last
year.
The judges of the contest will
he Ray Tsutsumi, San Jose
Mercury and News, art advertising department; Dr. Wayne
Champion, professor of industrial arts and Linda Axenty,
Spartan Daily fine arts editor.

eakma4

Third & Santa Clara
CY 7-7696

REST
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MODELS

Greek Sponsored
Decoration Contest
Judged Tonight

Chnstmas
greetings
for your
holiday
hostess
from

(dinner from 5 -to -11)
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iCREEN
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professor of art, will recommend the repetition of the auction next year, Professor Coleman explained.
"This was definitely a student activity
carried
out
beautifully by the students," he
said.
All but three three-dimensional objects were sold during
Friday’s auction, with about
half of the paintings purchased,
he explained. Artists donated a
total of 147 items to the project.

SAVE UP TO
3’ per Gallon
on All Major Gasoline
With Our New 7 Blend Pumps
PLUS

ALL Cigarettes 22e per Pack
ALL Major Credit Cards Honored
CASH STAMPS
with Every Purchase

Women’s Group
Plan To Counsel
Coeds Revealed
It has been charged that
women go to college for any
of numerous reasons ... except
education.
Now comes the plea for more
trained women-power.
But the fact that three out
of four women who are academically able to go to college
are not doing so has created a
problem.
The problem is to reach these
bright young women and their
parents and convince them of
the advantages of college.
A possible solution has been
discovered by the San Francisco
branch of the American Association of University Women.
The branch recently appealed
to its 400 members for volunteers to counsel high school
girls in making college plans.
A list of the AAUW members
will be used by high school
counselors when they think a
girl could profit from such a
discussion.
The response from AAUW
members was positive. Arrangements have been made with
Galileo high school in San Francisco to try out the project. If
successful there, the program
will be offered to other local
high schools.

06epta
Gif+
HeAquIders
for Men
Shoppers
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By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor

WEDDING HELLS
Making their home in Mountain View folknving their Dec. 2
wedding in the Southland are BM Houck, Kappa Kappa Gamma
from San Gabriel, and Ronald Street, Alpha Tau Omega senior
business major from San Bernardino.

HEADING FOR A WEDDING
Linda Mahnard, former SJS business major from Millbrae, has
announced her engagement to Lee Shields, senior business major
from San Francisco,
Carol Groene, SJS alumna now teaching in Atascadero, has set
the date for her marriage to George Trigueiro, senior industrial
relations and management major from San Jose. The couple plan to
wed Feb. 9.
A holiday wedding on Dec. 27 is being planned by Mary Jo
Mehra**. University of California graduate, and Delta Upsilon
Milton Brown.
Details for a summer wedding are being planned by Donna Hunt,
sophomore education major from Hayward, and Neil Long, also from
Hayward, attending the University of California at Berkeley.

THE NEWLYPINNED
Gayle Relnegger, Kappa Alpha Theta senior medical technology
major, San Jose, to Rod Annable, Alpha Tau Omega senior business
management major, Hayward.
Jan Johnson, Kappa Kappa Gamma junior kindergarten-primary education major, Millbrae. to Jack Leith, Sigma Phi Epsilon
junior business major, La Canada.
Carol BIOS& Chi Omega junior sociology major, Burlingame, to
Skip Fisk, Theta Chi alumnus from Orinda, now attending Stanford university.
Marcia Laughlin, Kappa Alpha Theta sophomore sociology
major, North Hollywood, to Dick Rester, Thetis Chi sophomore
electrical engineering major, Hayward. Marcia and Dick announced
their pinning Dec. 2 at the Theta Chi Winter Formal.
Linda Staley, freshman elementary education major, Boulder
Creek, to David Commons, Alpha Kappa Lambda sophomore prelaw major at Stanford university.
Katie Small, San Francisco state senior, to Ed Marco«, Sigma
Chi senior physical education major, Richmond.
Judy Langen, Chi Omega junior home economics major. San
Jose, to Dave Hamilton, Sigma Alpha Epsilon junior industrial
technology major, Palo Alto.
Joan Quinn. Delta Gamma sophomore kindergarten-primary
education major, Fresno, to Gary Coniglio, Alpha Tau Omega senior
English major, Hermosa Beach.

NEWS NOTES
The Sigma Ohl pledge class recently held their dinner dance at
Adolph’s in Santa Cruz ... Kappa Alpha Theta sorority entertained
members of the faculty at the chapter’s annual faculty dinner on
Dec. 6 ... Tomorrow night Sigma Pi actives and pledges get together for their Christmas dinner party . . . On their return from
Christmas vacation Alpha Phi members will hold a "Masquerade
Ball" at the Los Gatos Swim and Racquet Club . . . The Almaden
Barn was the scene of the Theta Chi "Roaring 20’s" dance Dec. 8.

Japanese Journal Publishes
Article by Math Dept. Head
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The awards were presented at
the Initiation dinner of Epsilon
Pi Tau, industrial arts honorary
fraternity Saturday in the faculty dining room of the cafeteria.

therapy at Agnew. State Hospital.
The students were chosen by
a committee of Bay Area teachers, professors and school administrators. Award of the
setuklarships is an annual event

APARTMENTS!
from

80

I & 2 Bedroom Apts
Furnished & Unfurnished
Wall-to-wall carpeting
Drapes
Swimming pool
Color appliances
Children welcome
5,-ninute drive to Campus

Awarded S250 were Al Landucci, Bob Wieking and Fred
McElroy. Eugene Keller and
John Gorman each received
$150 and $100 respectively. All
are freshmen and were chosen
on basis of their high school
academic achievement, interests and personal need.

The Stevens
1445 Kerley Reed
I
no,11, of
N

The awards were presented
by Dr. Glen Newhouse of the
Oakland School district. Speaking at the event, attended by
some 90 persons. was Ted Cutre!:: ii,ation
ting, superviser

Phone
CY 7-6691

MISS OTT’S
Coiffures

4-1141r-14
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MISS OTT’S new hair styles are so
elegant . . . so fashloaable . . so
suitable to your particular personality. Haircuts, permanent waves
shampoos and sets are all part cal
MISS OTT’S personal service.
Color Shampoo
. from 55 .00
complete . .
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FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA
America is a great country. America’s eities are full ot houses.
America’s fnrests are full of trees, America’s rivers are full or
water. But it is not houses and trees and water that make
America great; it is curiosity - the eonstaut quest to find
answers --the endless, restless "Why?" "Why?" "Why?".
Therefore. when I WIS., told that Marlboro was a top seller
at colleges from U.SC. to Yale, I was not content merely to
accept this gratifying fact, I Inid to find out why.
Third myself to eampusrs ill tvery seetor of this mighty hind.
First., I went tai the Ivy League --dressed, of rens.% in an
11,1Iel, /I triangle
appropriate costume: a skull -a ni1-1.mes il)
iii the other, a mask -and -wig on toy head, a hasty pudding in
lay Gloms. -Sir," I cried, seizing an Ivy boguer hy the lapels,
which is no mean task considering the narrost ties, m Ivy League
lapels, ’out, I, fortunately, happen 1,, have little tiny hand-, in
fact, I spent the last %via working in a small anns plant,
iirt excellence and
am proud to say, I w;w- :1,3 riled a NuIN’y
seizing au Ivy Leaguer Ls. II,,,
won :natty friends - "Sir." 1
enlarctt_c.’"
lapels, -how omit. Alarli.ori iv ;your tavurite

r

Teaching experiences in Australia will be discussed by Fred
Murray, speech therapist for
the Jefferson Union School district in Santa Clara, tonight at
the Speech and Hearing club’s
Christmas party.
The party, in cafeteria rooms
A and B, will begin at 13 p.m.
Majors and minors in speech
will have a Christmas party tomorrow al 3:30 p.m. in the
Studio Theater.
--------

Ever .1 nil \la \
Peary \ tIll

from $7.99

78 So. 4th St.
CY 5-8968

Therapist To Discuss

Five San Jose State industrial arts students have been
awarded acholarships totaling
$1200 from the Bay Section
California Industrial Arts Education Association.

Teaching in Australia

**151S1161. 411"M§Ihrlt
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YAGER and SILVA

research by encouraging
Iris
other math people to back articles pertaining to his study, he
explained.

’Me Japan,:, math journal
published by Nagoya university
in October contains a mathematical paper by Dr. Lester H.
Lange, mathematics department
head.
Dr. Lange’s paper is entitled
"The Existence of Non-Euclidean
Cercles De Remplissage in Certain Subjects of the Unit Disc."
Three years of research went
Into Dr. Lange’s paper. The essence of the article is the research results in that area of
mathematical study of complex
variable functions.
Now that the article has appeared in the Japanese journal.
Dr. Lange expects requests for
copies from all over the world.
The paper will also help him in

-....._.4...... 1 __,,..-_,4
Gift ideas .
) for the women :
" in your life!
Sweaters

5 SJS Industrial Arts Students
Awarded $1200 in Scholarships
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"I’m glad you asked that question. Shorty," he replied.
"Marlboro a nty favorite filter cigarette because it is the filter
cigarette with the unfiltered taste. thank you, sir!" I cried and ran posthaste tie several
campuses in the Big Ten, wearing. of vt ’ers.. the appn update
costume: a plaid Nlackinaw, birling hoots, a IS’odiak hear and
frt1.1-bitten ears.
t4pying an apple-ch.-eked young ctesi, I tugged rev forelock
and said, "Excuse me, nio-, but how elelle M:lelloro is your
favorite filter cigarette.’"
tiNfoittoN, sherty." she replied.
-Fyn glad yoti
the flaVor is
iirlborn is my fov..rite filter eIC:Itette
nrIV,,Tfill, the flip-top Inert flip- and the soft -pack is soft."
ith, thank you. apt ele-elleeked yoime I, ," I cried anti
tnAllted a curtory and Sped :Is Ire .t is Illy little f!II legs *coda
carry toe to seseral campus., in the Southwest, weanng,
chaps, canteen, and several oil
couniii. the appropriate eost
leases. Spying 3 ceellp Of Illeleeenelleller, singing "Strawberry
Bean." I removed nty hat :ind said. "Exile, me, frisnds, but
why is Niarlhoo, your favorite filter eigarette?"
-We are glad you asked that question, Shorty," they replied.
’Marlbom is our favorite filter cigarette because We, native sons
6114 laughters tel the aide open spaces, wont a eigarette that Is
frank rind forthright and honest. Ue r ant, in short, \trilboro."
’’Oh. thank you. all," I cried and, donning a Irani milli. Ieet
Pail for Hawaii. becatise in Hawaii, as iii every state when. Old
Glory flies. Marlboro is- the leading seller in flip-top Ins. On
emnpus,
all fifty states, wherever people .inoke for
pleasure in this great, It. itch tel 01.1e)., you will find Marlboro.
algal Mu emosm

tr camp., III

*

*

*

And you will also find another II inner from the makers of
Marlboro- the king -el:.’. unfiltered Philip Morris
Commander, made by a new process to briny you now
tttt outrider. Welcome aboard.
rroblneiiii. Have to
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Prosecution Calls Final Witness
In Miller Novel Obscenity Trial

1

t,) an
so.d
inl,
IttiCIVONA‘r agent.
Tropic of cancer *GARBAGE IS GARBAGE’
Malin County Dist, Any. Roger
Monday, a librarian, a school
Garety is attempting to con- principal and a former Mann
..ace a municipal court jury of county district attorney testified
A 10.cev...stp.mstro tout-4
eight women and four men that they considered the novel, an ac<114-.1 me end ss.a... ’OA
count if life in Paris in the 1920s,
we too .I. usualbut also Swill.,
ScatrOisaIa. Russia a N Aisles, 1’ the book is obscene. Under a new obscene.
FullOPE SustrElt YOURS
California law obscenity is de-You don’t have to be a garIon c enownr, Ca
:st Su.
fined in part :is matter "timely bare man to recognize garbage."
without redeeming social int- said former Dist. Atty. William
Ci
Weissich. He labeled the book
;nal ance..inhealthy. perverted and morIdoke o
i The defendant in the ease is
lit. but conceded that some pasDate
1San Artselmo book dealer Frank
saees. such as the descriptions of
r.
for
’R. Pershina, 32, charged with
scenes, were "beau.
Bowling
knowingly selline ,itsettne litera- Paris street
tent."
Weissich denied under cross ex
BIG AUTO INSURANCE
initial ion that he was arouses
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED
sexually by the book.
Women and married men over 21: $78
"But I’m somewhat jaded." he
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65 !added. "I’ve read all the pornog(based on current 17 per :ent dividend)
Single men under 25 $252 less $43 raphy as part of my job as district attorney.**
dividend. or a net of $209.
James W. Kirchanski, principal
$10/20,000 Bodily Iniury Liability:
$500
and
Damage
$5000 Property
a school in San Rafael. told
Medical Payments Other coverages at
comparable savings. Payments can be ihe court he thought Miller’s novel
SITTING TIGHT LIPPED, Adolf Eichmann hears verdict of three
appealed to "prurient interests." 1.
made once, twice or four times a year
judges which may send him to the gallows as the first man ever
PALM BOWL
C.all or write for full information to
INSULT
PERSONAL
executed by the state of Israel. Found guilty on all 15 counts of
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
1523 W. San Carlos
taught
he
once
Kirehanski said
an indictment, Eichmarr sat stiff-backed and impassive while the
kneyeele, REgent 9-1741 (day & nite).
CY 4-21110
school at Soledad state prison.
court disclosed the details of the decision on the specific charges.
where he said he ran across the,
kind of people Miller wrote about..
He added he had no complaints ’Guilty as Charged’
about the great number of fourletter words in -Tropic" but 4.,
sidered the book "an insult to ii.,
personally."
John J. Gallas, supervisor of
23c
SHIRTSWashed and Pressed
libraries for the Novato school
40c
Pressed
PANTSWashed and
district, testified he had read the
book twice. He concluded it was
on
Students
to
200 Discount
obscene because "its dominant apthree judges found Eichmann was
JERUSALEM, Israel (UPI)
proach is preoccupation with sexDry Cleaning
al
and the processes of An Israeli court yesterday found well aware of the Nazi plan to
SKIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED, ONLY 15c
Adolf Eichmann responsible for exterminate the Jewish people
human elimination."
(Same price as Coin -Op)
Gallas said he felt good litera- the death of the 93 children of , and took part in it. They also
tUre should "make man feel no- Lidice, Czechoslovakia, after that decided he had taken part in
leer," contain "unity. coherence, town was wiped out by the Nazis murder, extermination and starvation of civilians and that he
richness of language, clarity" and in World War II,
’present a solution to man which
The 3-judge court which Mon- was directly responsible for the
CY 5-8763
12th and Santo Clara
....ill make the world better." He day found Eichmann guilty on plunder of Jewish property.
said Millet’s book "reduces man four broad charges which may
The court found Eichmann used
the !....01 of the beast."
send him to the gallows for the I force to deport 40,000 Slovenes
wartime extermination of Jews, l from Yugoslavia and 500.000 Poles
continued its reading of the de- i for use as slave labor,
cision and found the former Nazi; Chief Prosecutor Gideon Hausofficer guilty on all 15 counts of nee was expected to ask for the
the indictment against him.
penalty for Eichmann
’ death
One of the counts accused him today.
1 of a crime against humanity, and
1 the court found he was guilty Is- iir
I cease he doomed the Lidice chi,asi
MOS( ’. .n t up’ i__ The swim ldren by handing them over 1..
t.’nion ,c, - ., :day formally charged’ Gestapo authorities at Lodz. P,- m
West German Gen. Adolf Heusin- land. Lidice was wiped out by tig
4er with "war crimes and crimes Germans in retaliation for th,
I
ceainst peace and hurrianity’ and killing of a Nazi official.
i
On other specific rew., ti.. Of
Imanded he he extradited from
Washington where he is stationed
.
as chairman of NATO’s Permit- p
V. ASHINGTON (UPI’
’i’re
tient Military committee.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY INTF.RVII
Sipre me Court’s reversal of 16
The charges were contained in 1
"sit-in" convictions in Baton
NITED AIR LINES !stewardesses hese Mc
note which the Soviet Foreign
Rouge. La., marks only the beopportunity to Iran of. %laid beautiful cities and
meet interesting people. Starting salary in 5325
Ministry handed toAmbteginning of the court’s problems
per month for the first 70 hours flown. I p to
arior Llewellyn Thompson. The,,
in this controversial legal area
SG per hour premium pay for extra hours
were publicly announced later at
There are seven more cases al flown inset 78 to a maximum of 85 plus liberal
a Soviet news conference.
expenses anti excellent fringe benefit.. Adven.
ready on the docket to be acturn’ and exeitement can he yours if you are
The note demanded that the
NEW YORK UPI 1Thousands cepted for ree ley., or rejected. And
20.26 )rs. old, personable. single. 5’2" to 5’8"
United States arrest Heusinger of Christmas shoppers are being countless others are on their way
with proportionate weight. Free trainiug at our
and extradite him to Russia for exploited by toy manufacturers up through lower courts.
!sr., thicago training center.
rial.
who act more like Scrooges than
Monday, in the first case of its
Heusinger, who was chief of Santa Clauses, the National Bet- kind, the high court found no eVi Nazi Germany’s general staff op- ter Business Bureau said Monday. donee to support charges that 1 6
erations department during World
BBB President Kenneth B. Will- Negroes at Southern university
War II, was in Paris yesterday son charged that many manufac- had disturbed the peace by their
Apply in person any otaistday
liahmen 11 am, and 12 noon at
presiding over a meeting of the turers have advertised their prod- lunch -counter demonstrations.
United’s Maintenance Base Employment
NATO Permanent Military com- ucts at exaggerated "list" prices
But it was not the kind of de--tOffice. San Francisco Airport
mittee when the news broke. He I so that retail stores can offer cision desired by either the state
\’’..,
_...."
refused to comment.
, or the students.
them as phony "bargains."
The charges were strikingly1
’yUNITED
The state said the real question
He said many of the signs read
intilar to those for which Nazi
"advertised price $14.95 -our price was whether a property owner
ciar criminal Adolf Eichmann Was
Cg=f
$8.95" do not represent bargains may serve or not serve whom he
convicted Monday in Jerusalem.
at all, because the toy is worth pleases for any reason whatever
-----------The Negroes, on the other hand.
about $8.95.
wanted the court to rule that the
Willson advised parents who conviction amounted to an unconNEW COLORS IN
might be hired into a store by stitutional
enforcement of racial
the false sales pitch to ignore the
segregation by state power.
bargain" signs during the final
Only Justice William 0. Douglash of Christmas shopping.
las wanted to grapple with this
The bureau has appealed to toy constit lit iona I issue.
NOW AT CAL. BOOK
manufacturers to discontinue ficChief Justice Earl Warren. who
titious pricing, he said.
wrote the opinion, called attenWillson diii not name any spe- tion to the court’s time-honored
-die manufacturers or stores, but policy of not formulating constihe said the practice is "very com- tutional law broader than is reSan Jose State sweatshirts make
mon."
quired by the case at hand.

1,AF
.L1’1. fakmeeution called its final witness
yesterday in the obscenity In
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Japan’s Government
Thwarts Overthrow
TOYKO 1UP11Police yesterday arrested 13 men accused of
plotting to overthrow the government by assassinating government
leaders including Prime Minister
Hayato Ikeda.
Authorities said the prisoners,
including several former military
officers, were members of a rightwing group called the Kokusahi
Kai (history of the nation).
They were bitter about the leftwing demonstrations that swept
Japan last year in protest against
the Japanese-United States defense treaty, police said.
In (7o-ordinated raids, police
swept down on 32 locations in
Toyko, Fukuoka, Chiba and Nagasaki and confiscated a considerable amount of arms and equipment. Fukuoka and Nagasaki are
in southern Japan, and Chiba is
adjacent to Tokyo.

On Your Cleaning & Laundry Cost

Russians Charge
Top NATO Official
With War Crimes

it-In’issue
arks Start
problems

rices Questioned;
Holiday Shoppers
Being Exploited?

SWEATSHIRTS

wonderful gifts for friends and

418041006WAletfiels1841841:40060000:401,WretWeroWe’e’reWnVeVst:

roommates. Now in Loden
Green, Lilac. Powder Blue. Dark

1,.
1

Sweatshirts

1

from Cal Book should be on the

§

Blue, and White.

11::

Wednesday Is
"Ladies’ Night"
Refreshments 10c
Banjo Entertainment

SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE

for

A Weekly Commentary by
James L Donati

Executive Secretarial Cc
College and University

NEXT ENROLLMENT DATE
FEBRUARY 5, 1962
Send for College Catalog
IBS Sutter St, corner Powell
San Francisco 2
EX 2-5232

Wrdnesday - 7:15 pm.
KLIV - 1590 kc.

Nazi Judged Liable
For 93 Tots’ Death

WONDER CLEANERS

GRACE BALL
San Fr.t
the CL

"The
Conservative
Philosophy"

SAVE

Police identified tiu
.
the group as liosaku
39. a managing
Japan Heat y Indust’ y
arid Us
president of another firm
They said it included forme
Army Lt. Gen. Tokutaro
Sakuri
ea, and Taku Mikam.i. 56.
a Ita
men naval lieutenant who
hl*
assassinate former Poet wt.
’I
yaatii Inukai in 1932
Police said all 13 prisoners
charged with "preparat,,.1, ol
tnicide and illegal
arms’ and with suspie.in
tempting to uveliltrow
men t

UNDERWOOD ROY AL

CORONA

REMINGTON

..7yreiertier.i
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
518.00 rental apples lo purchase ot,c
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN-

18

Est

I 900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
24 S. SECOND ST,

Free Parking

CYpress 3-6303

TOP SIRLOIN

STEAK 1.39

SALAD AND POTATO

CHICKEN DINNER

c"
S

$1.45
GOOD ANYTIME OF DAY

cquipe4 ke4taurattt
207 SO. FOIST

(i3
ii

May
Christmas
Bring Joy
And Happiness
To You
And Also
Priisperity
In The
New Year.
JOE KORASEK

NIT

GIFT IDEA:
A Box of Candy for
Your I10.1(’’.,,

Spartan Bookstore
HiIit

On Campus

THURSDAY!
(Start off the Holidays right)

Yes, we’re open
every night from
4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

threct from the University of California
Their last local engagement before appearing at squaw Valley during Christmas
vacation.

vii might also buy one for yourself.

s:
,*
‘:

Virg.
734-1
12860 SOUTH ht STREET

’’’oele#VrooVid!9

eiiii1,4:
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"The Redwood Canyon Ramblers"

top of your Christmas gift list

ati

1 Mile South c..cf the Fairgrounds

ment
row

as.

)arne Old Story --)hio State Tops Poll
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lnelthleo
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932
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Ohio
YORK* (UPI)
chamLlefending national
in the
wid the top spot
Board
Press International
nes major college baskettings for the second
week today with a near,41 points.
Buckeyes,
The magnificent last season
title
Ito %ton the
perfect
tha unprecedented

5USD I,

LAUNDRY
SELF SERVICEDRYER

1.11)W It.

t, HAIR

"ell" NC; awmAii7N1G1
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th

BALL
CRETARIAL
COLLEGE
a

tt*********** *******
COME & SEE
SELECTION
OUR GIANT

Fr.::

e

CHRISTMAS

tatial Cc

TREES

liverSity

SILVER TIPS
WHITE FIR
TABLE TOPS

MENT DATE
f 5, 1962
je Catalog

One Free Round of
Golf with Each Tree

corner PC,..1
:i$C0 2
232

Purchased

IOSIE’S MINIATURE
GOLF

!MINGTON

382 E. Santa Clara

er.S

18
?miles

de to
LAN

score of 350 points after leading
the ratings every single week,
were the top pick this week of
26 of the 35 coiwhes who make
up the UPI rating board. The
nine other coaches, the from
each of the seven geographical
regions of the country, named
them second.

2saity

sports
Wednesday, December 13, 1961

Athlete of

BILL YONGE

Co.
’(press 3-6383

Ummm, it’s

SJ Judo Coach
Back From Paris

This week, Foremost Golden State

calutes 6’2" guard Bill Yonge as the
SJS Athlete of the Week. Bill, who
at the floor leader for the varsity
last season, is a junior Physical Education major. Before he joined the
Spartan squad, Yonge played ball
under current frosh coach Dan Gilnes
st Acalanes High School. Best of
luck for a good season Bill, from
FOREMOST!

rt:

4,1

’

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
ice Cream

4001)

momminmie

Skiing can be
inexpensive
if you rent or buy
at

Willow Glen
Sports Shop

San Jose State judo coach Yosh
Uchida, president of the United
States Judo Black Belt Federation. recently officiated at the
I9C1 International Judo Federam Championship in Paris,
France.
Uchida is also chairman of the
U.S. Judo Olympic Committee.
Uchida indicated that former
Spartan judo man Ben Campbell
has a strong chance of being one
of the U.S. team members in the
1964 Olympic Games in Toyko,
Japan. The Toyko Olympics will
mark the first time that judo has
been recognized as an olympic
sport.
The local judo mentor reported
that Anhui Geeschik of Holland
won the international judo com!.etition in Paris. Geeschik stands
-f; and weighs in at 275 lbs.

Special
NEW YORK CUT
Including

Soup or Salad
Baked Idaho
Potato with
Cheese Sauce
Bread & Butter
Coffee or Tea

Look at These Low 2-Day
Rental Rates

I
.
ore
1;t
"AeoloW4441(_-

Yll Rental Equipment New This Year
& Poles
$3.50
-Lis. Poles & Boots
$5.50
0uilted Parka
$3.00
Stretch Pants
$4.00

(Ski

through Friday with no extra charge)

nil skis

,S10.1111

have free safety binding and forward
fall release cables)

( \hove prices include insurance on breakag,
while skiing)
.

uatugataganwokuuzsAWar 71’7T:

ILLOW GLEN
‘11( IRIS SHOP
I I 72

Lincoln Ave.
\lillow Glen

$1

knaelo’s
STEAK
HOUSE
72 E. Santa
Clara

This Coupon NA sail Ii
One Dollar on

RENTALS

from the Garden
$1
Theater)

’’Ixtraiirovirineenroirmenrinmirrw,---

.sonata’

(0,

Blizzard & Lund Skis
Koflach and Dolomite Boots
equipment may be picked up Tuesday

Skis, Poles, Boots, Pants, Parka,
After Ski Boots

By EARL GUSTREY
to score only four points there- .rid Rick Wentworth led Sparta.
after,
babe scorers with 10 points apiece.
San Jose’s amazing basketballForward Robertson played Center Joe Knox scored nine.
en’s, who haven’t even come close probably his best game as hito losing a ball game so far, clob- grabbed 14 rebounds and scored
Lookin For A Gift?
SPARTAN DAILY-3 bered Fresno state last night in 13 points. Braun scored 10,
S:11 e on Cardigan, %’-Neck
Spartan gym by a score of 71-42 Barnes 11 and lunge six.
San Jose State’s trosh team
and Crewneek Sweaters this
for their fifth straight victory.
dumped Menlo college 49-38 in a
Christmas by buying directly
Over 2500 fans viewed the one- preliminncy battle Pon I;theti,h
Irmo a campus representasided contest.
tive.. Vibrant, rich and subtle
eoloris will make that
After Coach 5th Inman’s ragOUR PRICES APE
sweater-happy guy or gal exern overcame an early 4-0 deficit.
LOW PRICES
ask for more from the man," it wasn’t
tra pleased. Order your
even close. With the
Come to
Hickey said.
sweaters now, and get them
first string of Dennis Bates, Bill
before you go home. If you
FIRST STREET
Regarding R. C. Owens, Hickey Robertson, Joe Brau n, Bill
plan on sticking around, call
said "he played a fine game." Yonge and Vance Barnes scorREXALL DRUGS
anytime during the holidays.
This is a sore point with the Forty ing 61 points, the Spartans OM,
Next to Woolworth’s
Niner management since Owens held a 51-26 Wad midway In the
BARRY BEYER
35 So. First St.
has indicated he won’t be with the second half. Bates led the game
409 So, 5th St.
Your
Beauty
Needs
club next year, and has starred in scorers with 21 points.
San J084.
the last three Forty Niner games.
Headquarters
ES.: Pick up a Madras ,ffirl
San Jose held Bulldog Mike McHe caught seven for 127 yards
Ilankimericard First Nat’l Charge
or Monist- for
itir.elt
Ferson to 13 points; reputedly one
Free Delivers,
against Green Bay.
CY 2-808i
"Illy $4.95.
of the top shooters on the coast.
Key offensive stars J. D. Smith
The Spartans, now with a 5-0
and Bob St. Clair both injured record, tackle
powerful Utah Fritheir legs against Green Bay. day night
in Salt Lake City.
Their status for the Colt game
was doubtful.
San Jose rocketed to a 38-23
first half lead and bombed the net
relentlessly for five minutes after
intermission in stretching its margin to 57-28 before Fresno finally
got hot. With McFerson starting
Members of the Wurnen’s Recto hit, Fresno rattled off 10
reation assn. are holding the secstraight points to shave the SJS
ond day of elections for spring
lead to 57-38. But Fresno was able
officers today at the Women’s

First the Shotgu n
Now It’s the Zephyr!

Cincinnati, which upset Ohio
state in the NCAA finals last
season for the Buckeyes’ only loss,
was second again this week with
321 points, while Kansas State,
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
tied for fourth a week ago, moved
First it was the shotgun and then
up to third with 215 points.
the zephyr.
The United Press Interna(.7oach Red Hickey of the San
tional major college basketball
Francisco Forty Niners said
ratings with first place votes and
yesterday he employed the
won-lost records in parentheses:
Detroit Lion -style zephyr formation against Green Bay in
Team
Points
1. Ohio state (26) (4-0) .... 341 Sunday’s thriller because of the
2. Cincinnati (8) (3-0) .....321 tough Packer defense.
3. Kansas state (3-0)
The zephyr finds only one man
215
4. Providence (3-0)
166 behind the quarterback with an
5. Duke (3-0)
135 extra pass receiver brought in to
6. Purdue (2-0)
124 replace a tight back. It helped
7. Southern Cal (3-1)
105 the Forty Niners edge Green Bay
8. Arizona state (3-0)
98 22-21 in a big battle Sunday.
9. West Virginia (4-0)
73
Still up in the air, of course,
10. Wake Forest (1) (2-1)
66 was the question of whether the
Second 10-11, St. John’s N.Y. Forty Niners would employ the
43; 12, Utah 40; 13, Dayton 30; same formation in Saturday’s fi14, Kentucky 23; 15, St. Bonaven- nale against Baltimore.
Hickey, whose shotgun spread
ture 18; 16, Wichita 13; 17, St.
Louis 12; 18 tie, Santa Clara and formation was used and then
Seattle 11 each; 20 tie, Temple discarded through the first half
of the season, was not talking
and Texas Tech 10 each
about the future of the zephyr
in San Francisco.
Hickey lauded quarterback John
Brodie’s performance against the
Packers. The ex-Stanford thrower
the Week
hit 19 of 29 tosses for 328 yards.
"I don’t know how you could

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE

pric.
buy.

Cagers Wax Fresno;
Extend Win Streak

24 -Hr. Free
Parking
Rear Old Y.M.C.A.

WRA Votes

Track Meeting

WRA members voting will select a president, vice president,
treasurer, corresponding secreA vital track meeting has been
tary, recording secretary, public- called for tonight at 7 in MG201
ity manager and recorder of points according to track coaches Dean
at the election.
Miller and Bud Winter.

Flattops

Ivy League Crewcuts

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM LI \ &

I

BOGEN AM -FM STEREO
40 WATT AMP

$302"
Bogen Multiplex Stereo Adapter
$69"
Come in for a demonstration . . . browse around

318 S. TENTH STREET
ACROSS FROM ALLEN HALL.

len and 04
BARBER SHOP
Phone Cl 3-9955

Cl 7-7111

79 S. Third St.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: LOREN GERGENS
Three years ago he was an economies major in college.
Today he is a salesman introducing Bell System products
and services to business executives. Loren Gergens and
his sales staff have improved the communications efficiency
of many firms by analyzing their operations and rec-

ommending advanced Bell System products and services.
Loren Gergens of Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Company. and the other ming incn like him in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country. help
make your communications service the finest in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

6-SPARTAN DATLT

Therapy Maio,

Spartaguide -4-

1...e,

Wednesday, Deceiviber 11

Occupational

SAVE MONEY!!

SAHARA OIL CO.

Society for Advancement
Management, speaker: Jack

Second and William

of

Sf.siel ratted Nations, meeting,
H. College Union, 7:15 p.m.

"ATTENTION"

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing hy Qualified Mechanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Pars Replacement
Guaranteed Work -Plus Real Saint
Evnings
Par,: Araoabie-5neay
OPEN 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.-Incl. Saturdays

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

CY 3-2961
972 Chestnut St

Owner. Marvin Hoffee

I BIS. W of Colf.man Bet. Hdding & Freeway, San Jose

vf0-1,1":01,44:A0WV,V,V,,,,,Vire.WW,V,Vire’rrrro.4.414,44.

"WORK OF ART"
One Atry 5-twice

German club, Christmas party.
8 p.m. Private cars will meet in
front of women’s gymnasium at
7:30 p.m. and proceed to Los
Gatos for the party. For details
phone the club secretary at CYpress 5-7254.
Iota Delta Phi, Christmas caroling. Meet at building 0, S. Seventh and San Carlos sts., 6 p.m.
AlE1E-IRE, officer and committee meeting, E101, 12:30 p.m.
Student Affiliates - American
Chemteal society, speaker: Dr. Albert Castro, professor of chemistry, "Chemical Discoveries," S164,
1:30 p.m.
Society of Chemical Engineers.
speaker: F. W. Catterson, assistant to the vice president of the
International Minerals and C’hemical corporation, to discuss the
chemical process used at their Accent plant, E125, 8 p.m. Plans for
the field trip to Standard Oil
company also will be made at the
meeting.

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH MB CARD

ART CLEANERS
390 EAST SANTA CLARA

$1 10
Veal Cutlets
Hamburger Steak . $L10
Above includes: Soup, Vegetable, Potatoes,
Bread and Butter.

4c4,

ar

Shrimp or Crab Louis 90c
.0,0,44444444444,44-4,4,4,4***********wpfvfl,
Now Under the Management of
HOWARD

Chem Prof To Talk
On Scientific Finds

picture, according to
mei
Hanft, secretary
thie’
tiotuil therapy office.

YOUNG MEN
18- 35
We are offering n
Income upon guolificali
public relations train.,
ested in parmanant
par
employment doing ta,
Analysis work in conn,
with the sale of
sy
l"ioceht

Minister Gerhard Schroeder and French
Foreign Minister Couve de Murville. Maintenance of "united and peaceful Congo" was
discussed.

MEETING IN PARIS, members of "Big Four"
chat after luncheon in Quai d’Orsay. From left:
British Foreign Secretary Lord Home, U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk, West German For.

eigr,

BabySponsored ’Card Stunt Class
By Newman Club Schedules Meeting
Wins 3 Trophies

For further informotion
call Mr Brown
CT 7-8818

The craze for stretch pants Is
expanding
to soft coordinated
stretch slippers and boots which
fit like gloves, fashion authorities
report.

Apply, 586 No

lit

A card stunt class will be held

today

Theresa Nelson, 312, Newman
club’s candidate in the United Veterans’ Council of Santa Clara
county’s 1961 baby show, took all
three trophies in last Sunday’s
coronation at San Jose civic auditorium.

during

meeting

in

sally

Morris

committee’s

Dailey

audi-

torium at 3:30 p.m.
During the class, students who
will participate in card stunts at
next season’s football games will
practice their routines.

Rally committee’s annual spring
Theresa, known as "Little Sparconvention,
school
rally
di" and the daughter of Tom and high
Peggy Nelson, both college stu- scheduled for Match, will also be
at the meeting.
dents, had previously won the discussed
three to four-year-old beauiy show
Students who plan to try out
and was named 1961 Supreme for Spartanette and yell leading
Queen of Santa Clara county for positions next semester need a
selling the most tickets in the minimum of 10 hours of work with
United Veterans’ Council charity rally committee to be eligible,
drive.
publicity
stated
Kathy Lynes,
Peggy Is an education-speech chairman.
major at SJS.

Appointments to several comNewman club collected $372 in mittees and subcommittees will
support of Theresa during the six- be made at today’s meeting.
week drive. All proceeds ate donated for the veterans’ council’s
charitable activities.
Sunday "Little Sparrii" captured
her third trophy by being named
by applause the cutest baby in
Santa Clara county.

Newman club is the first college
organization to sponsor a baby in
"Chemical Discoveries" will be the contest, which started in 1939.
the topic discussed by Dr. Albert
J. Castro, professor of chemistry,
at the Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical society meeting tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in S164.

Castro Says Cuba
Could Hold Cuba

At the event, which is open to
all faculty members and students
interested, Dr. Castro will discuss
the organic chemical discoveries
made by Dumas, Grignaxd and
Pasteur.

therapy

should report to Mixt to,
at 9:20 a.m. for a l.
Tart

Anti-Red Group
Meets Tonight

Holland, head of Management dei TODAY
Lecture by Dr. Pete Zkinak, partment, Golden City Hotbruu
professor of business, "Laughter banquet mom, 6:30 p.m.
A Serious Relationand 1.ife
Modern Greek club, business
ship." Concert hall, 11:30 a.m.
meeting, CH162, 3:30 p.m.
Students Against Communism
Co-Rec, special event: "Jingle
United Canipus Christian felwill meet tonight in the formal Jazz" combo. Christmas dance, 8
lowship, student - faculty coffee
lounge of Allen hall at 7:30. ac- Pm.: regular Co-Rec events, 7:30 hour, Christian venter. 2:30 p.m.
p.m., women’s gymnasium.
cording to Bob Olson, president.
sign-ups
for
club.
Neuman
Wrestling, SJS vs. San FranOlson urges all students to atwomen’s and married couples’ recisco Olympic club at the Olympic’
tend the membership meeting.
treats, Newman hall. Those interdub, 7 p.m.
ested may phone Jan Tornicich at
grow
woodlands
America’s
Social Affairs committee. meet - CYpress 5-5500.
enough sawtimber each day to .
ing,. A139, 3:30 pin.
homes.
Neuman club. meeting, New.
one-family
15,500
build
Book Talk. speaker: Thomas L. man ball, 79 S. FUth at., 8 p.m.
Ryan, professor of music, "The Christmas carols will be sung after
Agony of Modern Music," by the meeting.
Henry Pleasant, cafeteria rooms
On GAS and OIL
A and B, 12:30 p.m.
TOMORROW

MIAMI, Fla. (UPI) -Premier
Fidel Castro declared early yesterday that his regime is strong
enough to withstand an attack
until help comes from foreign
forces.

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

3 mos.

18

USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN

FILISINCSS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Third 8, San Fernando

SPECIALS

GOOD WED. THROUGH SAT., DEC

U.S.D.A. Good
ROUND STEAK

13th DFC /

Skinless No. I
FRANKS

Fresh Country Style
PORK SAUSAGE

A,
41 lbs.

Fresh Tender
PORK STEAKS

STARLITE MEAT MARKET
596 So. First St.

CY 7

SKI RENTALS
FOR RENT
EVERYTHING

NEW

NEN,

CAMP CITY CY 5.5(
1020 West San Carlos St.
1’
/2 Block front (heists Lumber Co.

Over 300 Pair of
New Full Double
Ski Boots - Stretch
Pants. Parkas - Skis
Safety Bindings

Special Rates for Studen
and for Christmas and
New Years Weekend
OPEN EVERY DAY 9 to 7:30
THURSDAY 9 to 9 - SATURDAY 9 to

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

SANTA’S ARRIVED

"Where the Servings Are Large and the
Pri,e, .4re Right"

411=111=11111111111111111111

at Youp Campu4 chop

CLASSIFIEDS
2 -room apt. furnished; 4-room apt. on.
block from college.
’
5’ rent.

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
minimum
2

m,

FLA,,
1

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16. Tower Hell. or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Ordr.
No Phone Orders
For Sale
Ford, 1961, VII cone.,
.vedrive,
1237,5 sr best After. Pnone CV 7.’9’;
53 Jag editor., clean: $650.
CV 3-6102

37

F..4

on

-,:Dod body, tires, aone. $300. CV 7-9963

C,. -tract for app. bed. hie. HiHouse. 43
‘
CY 3.9599, Jerry.
Po,teb’e Underwood ypewriter, S12.5
AL 3.5’32.
Windows,. model 94, brand new. neve3
575, CV 3.6870 between 6.7 p.m.
Contract for app. bed. hat. The Chalet
So. 13.h. Sally, CV 5-952i,

ii
4

Como. sot of all woods %
- fq. non ball,
- reg. pcs, tab e CS ’

- d

Polaroid Land Camera, model 80 flash
eter: $55. CV 7.7754.
Contract for app. brd. hse. $30 a moo
56’4 S, 10th 5: CV 80236 tksile
196? new 4-gear Vespa moor
5300. Co ES 7.3993.
1946 Lincoln Continental, orig. V12 ,
-e. Call AN 9.2619 or eel. 2304.

4

apt. deluxe 1 be. wlth ww.v carpets
I
Avail. Jan. 2. 536 So. 811,
’44

Girl to share apt. with I other. $48.
t.. v.. o’as.
kit. CV 4-8454.
Lae. house for rent. $’25 per mo. 4 to
t persons Call DA 3.8114, 215 So. 12th.
Elderly gentleman wishes young couple
chore home near college. Must: be
- ’overt Ce! CV 4-4190.
Two ’girls to share apt with same. Need
CT 2-5660.
Rent now! 1/2 rno. rent pd free for Jan.
CY 5.5847. Llt I. & ;in. free.

Roger Van S
Leather Belts

from 5.00

Blouses

from 5.95

Baby sitter for 1 infant in my horns 6
biSs, from campus 10,304:30 MWF.
Start Jan. 3. Call CV 7.7213 after 5 p.m.

Transportation
Fly home Christmas. Anywhere on can’
tine, Low charter rates for groups of
3 and 8. Garden City Aero. Hillview
CL 8-2230.
Wanted: Ride to Santa Ana area. Cannot leave until Dec. 23. Will share gas.
Call Dave Price, CV 5.5053.
lUdes

to L.A. Leave Dec. 28. return
r:Y 4.9339.

Loof & Posed

Found: Men’s ring in men’; rest room,
lo,c1/. Report to TN 16 for idea.
P.Cceit;on.

k ests

Jewelry

from 1.95

Cumherhunds
\latching Purses

from

Reversibles and Solids

8.93

with

Brass Buttons

Sweaters - Cardigans &
-,Iipovers
from 12.91

Help Woofed

from 4.95

? k Striped (Repp) Tie .... 2.50

A wide selection in solids
and patterns.

Male: To share apt, with two others.
445 E. Reed. CV 2-8529.
Apts. suitable for 2, 3, 4 men. 686 So.
Sr op. IS. CV 341864.

The Short Sleeve
Shirt

from 2.05

The Villager Dress from 19.95

c.,11

Girl to share house with 3 others. $12.50
be, mr,. Ill E. W;Itiors. CV 4.9671,

Stretch Belts

Studio-41I elect, kit., modern. DIO. 617
So. 9th. CV 8-1588.

’66 Dodge concert., all power equip., Iwo m dors
share driving, L.A. area
r h. 5450. 620 So. 911’. #22. Cliff Olson.
a 0... Leave Friday night. Con.
.auy n TN 16 9-12 mornings or
Contract for app. bed, in.. Wendy Glen CY 7 5209 eeenings.
02. 525 So. 9th. An, fransforing. Mary
Traver, CV 34772.
Ride wanted to Eureka, Calif.. Dec. 15
CV 7 4869.
Corttraet fee .pp. bed. hse. Pool. 101 or 26.
No, 5th St. CV 5-9547, Pam or Jan.

Mootolo

6,p him

iet her

2.95
4.95

:fir ghc licr a ffift Certificate

Stretch Belts
solids & Stripes.

from 2
Also Leather

Belts.

0
0

Sweaters

from 11.111

Cardigans, Crews & High "’.

After Shave, Colognes. Ti.’
Tack, Billfolds, many other
from I .
Gift Items
’Still confused -give a Gift

GIRLS . . .
"don’t let your girl go up in
smoke," without a gift front
Mosher’s Women’s Shop.

A Christmas Suggestion . . .
the proprietor’s handsome

I FT CERTIFICATE
assures a perfect present

"your sweetie will raj...
without a gift from 11,h,r.
Men’s Shop.

Cnosfier’s

JI

CAMPUS SHOP
50 South 4th Street
()pen ifionclay and 5hurilo1
;us. T"Il it & Country Village

id 9

